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The Judicial and Judicious
Use of Shame Penalties
David R. Karp
This article 1IIIIIIvzes lind critiques tlte recent use ofjudicial shame penalties. A rgl/ing
that these penalties are designed to satisfv II "retributive inunilse. .. thev ccnnrnunicate
IIlIdenforce normative, as opposed to legal, standards. The j!{)\\,erofthe sanction isfound
in the threat of social exclusion. Three classes ofshame penalties are identtjied: publr:
exposure, debasement, and apology penalties. Critique of the pella lues focuses on rite
risk of stigmatization lind exclusion, the structural preconditions jor offender reiniegra
tion, and the potentiality of using shame sanctions ill an individualistic society

The American criminal justice system suffers from a crisis of legitimacy.
A 1993 national poll found that only 8 percent of Americans had great
confidence in the legal system (Myers 1996). Few believe it is fair, efficient,
or effective. Incarceration and probation, the right and left hands of criminal
sanctioning, are widely used but endorsed with reservation. Seeking mean
ingful alternatives to incarceration is a growing trend in criminal justice. One
avenue of experimentation gaining popularity is the lise of shame penalties
as a judicial sanction. The object of these penalties is to clearly communicate
that the offending behavior violates not only legal standards but also the
moral order. As a result, the offender's status in the community is diminished
by the shaming sanction. This article reviews the use of judicial shame
penalties, analyzing both the promise and problems of this approach.

THE RETRIBUTfVE IMPULSE

Among the goals of criminal sanctioning, the desire for retribution IS very
prominent. Two motives underlie this retributive impulse, the first being
practical. To ensure the offender does not profit from the criminal act,
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retribution requires a balancing of the cost/benefit equation. This often
involves the imposition of some form of suffering: incarceration, monetary
fines, physical labor, and so on. The second motive is symbolic. Retribution
reaffirms the moral order (Clear 1994; Cragg 1992; Garland 1990; Braith
waite and Pettit 1990). As Clear (1994) indicates:
The main idea is that the offender,by the conduct,demonstratesa kind of moral
ignorance. The retributive response serves to educate the offender and the
punisher alike as to the forbidden nature of the conduct. It confirms the
punisher's commitment to those moral norms, and it calls the lawbreaker's
attention to the wrongfulness of the conduct. ... The imposition of the penal
harm makes tangible the moral evaluation of the criminal's conduct, and it
symbolizes the communities' outrage at the crime. (P. 10)
Recent 'survey data indicate that the retributive impulse remains quite
strong among Americans (Gerber and Englehardt-Greer 1996). In a 1995
national survey sample, respondents were asked to identify the most impor
tant goal of criminal sanctioning. Retribution received the most support (53
percent), which contrasted with the much lower support given to other goals
of sanctioning. Rehabilitation was seen as primary by only 21 percent of the
sample, incapacitation by 13 percent, and deterrence also by 13 percent. It is
possible that this retributive impulse is not driven by the practical desire to
impose suffering on offenders as much as it is to clarify and enforce normative
standards through some symbolically expressive means.
Kahan (1996) argues that probation and most other forms of alternative
sanctions fail to satisfy the public thirst for retribution because they fail to
reaffirm the moral order. Incarceration is symbolically rich, especially in
American society, because the denial of liberty is a punishment that penetrates
a core value of the society. In a free society, the loss of liberty is a powerful
signal of moral approbation. Incarceration, therefore, easily gains acceptance
as a means of communicating moral disapproval. Few other sanctions are as
expressively powerful. Kahan (1996) points out that both fines and commu
nity service present mixed messages to the community, undermining the
moral clarity of the response.
Punishment is not just a way to make offenders suffer; it is a special social
convention that signifies moral condemnation. Not all modes of imposing
suffering express condemnation or express it in the same way.The message of
condemnation is very clear when society deprives an offender of his liberty.
But when it merely fines him for the same act, the message is likely to be
different: you may do what you have done, but you must pay for the privilege.
Because community service penalties involve activities that conventionally
entitle people to respect and admiration,they also fail to express condemnation
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in an unambiguous way. This mismatch between the suffering that a sanction
imposes and the meaning that it has for society is what makes alternative
sanctions politically unacceptable. (P. 593)
Shame penalties, unlike other alternative sanctions, are justified by their
intent to convey the same moral condemnation as incarceration. They are
meant to satisfy the retributive impulse. The symbolic power, however, does
not come from the denial of liberty but, as argued below, from the reduction
of social status.

NORMATIVE CONFORMITYAND THE CONCERN FOR STATUS
The idea of shaming is grounded in a sociological conception of the self
that emphasizes the importance others play in the creation of identity. This
view rejects the notion of selves as islands, wholly independent and autono
mous. Scheff (1988, 1990) argues that shame is the most important of
emotions for it looms large in every social encounter. As he describes it,
shame is the emotional cognate to the social bond and shame is felt when the
bond is threatened. Just as we feel fear when the physical self is threatened,
we feel shame when the social self is threatened. According to Scheff (1988,
p. 405): "Conformity to exterior norms is rewarded by deference and feelings
of pride, and nonconformity is punished by lack of deference and feelings of
shame. In this analysis, social control involves a biosocial system that
functions silently, continuously, and virtually invisibly, occurring within and
between members of society." Shame is an emotional cue regarding one's
social status. It is a signal that one's position is in jeopardy, that there are real
risks associated with loss of status or social exclusion.
Tajfel's (1981) social identity theory advances a parallel argument. Tajfel
argues that the self is inherently social, constructed partially on the basis of
group membership. We are social creatures and highly value our sense of
belonging. The threat of rejection by others, in essence, is a threat to our
self-identity. Social recognition reinforces our sense of belonging, and we
feel pride. Disapproval threatens our place in the social order, threatening a
loss of status and the possibility of being ostracized, imbuing us with feelings
of shame. As a result, we engage in a constant process of social comparison
in which we evaluate ourselves in light of other's opinions.
Although the relationship between guilt and shame is complex (Tangney
1995), for analytical purposes here it is useful to draw a bold distinction
between the two concepts. Guilt is an emotional expression following a
violation of internalized moral codes. The experience is wholly independent
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of others' knowledge of the violation. By contrast, shame has nothing to do
with internalized morality, but everything to do with others' knowledge of a
violation of an accepted social norm (or an external moral code). The
emotional experience comes from disappointing someone else or fearing
disapproval. One may, in fact, care nothing about the violation but care
terribly about others' opinions of oneself. In short, one can feel ashamed
without having a conscience. Shame is felt by those who care deeply about
the relationships they are in and do not wish to mar them. Shame is felt when
one is concerned about social status. One might even feel ashamed by the
knowledge that complete strangers hold a low opinion of one's behavior.
Guilt involves uncovering hypocrisy: the disjunction between the bchav
ior and the internalized standard. Shaming, on the other hand, is a process of
making the offender aware of how his or her behavior has violated an external
moral code. Though it is possible, even probable, that one might feel both
guilty and ashamed, the distinction is critical because a theory of shaming
depends much more on social integration and normative processes than on
individual moral development.
The judicial use of shame penalties is an attempt to threaten the social
status of offenders. The penalties are meant to communicate that the offense
has a moral and social nature in addition to its legal content. As such, the
offense triggers disapproval. Assuming that the offender is concerned with
social status, the penalty is meant to reaffirm normative standards and deter
future transgressions by creating an opportunity for the offender to experi
ence shame. The threat of social exclusion, of not being regarded as a worthy
member of the community, is the primary sanction in a shame penalty.

SHAME PENALTIES IN PRACTICE
In a number of cases, judges have attempted to make use of shame
penalties as alternatives to incarceration. 'These penalties can be understood
in the context of the normative theory of shaming, which explains their
potency: They work as a deterrent because individuals fear social disapproval
and exclusion. In addition, shame penalties may be attractive to judges and
the public because they satisfy the retributive impulse. Like incarceration,
the penalties speak to a core value, although instead of liberty, shame
penalties speak to social belonging. From the perspective of the public, shame
penalties may succeed where other alternative sanctions, such as fines and
community service, fail. Although incarceration also satisfies the retributive
impulse, there are numerous unintended consequences of relying heavily on
incarceration, such as huge public costs and the creation of brutal prison
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cultures. Below, I review the recent judicial use of shaming. I divide the
current judicial applications of shame penalties into three categories: public
exposure penalties, debasement penalties, and apology penalties.

Public Exposure Penalties
Public exposure penalties refer to the largest and most basic class of shame
penalties. These are defined by the attempt to communicate the offense and
the offender to the public. Recent penalties include the requirement that
convicted drunk drivers affix bumper stickers, signs, or special license plates
to their vehicles indicating their driving offense, and that offenders of various
of crimes post signs in front of their homes, place advertisements in newspa
pers, appear in television commercials or in cable TV programs, and wear
'l-shirts, signs, or bracelets indicating their offenses. For example:
• On December 10, 1991, Roy C. Letterlough pleaded guilty to driving while
under the influence of alcohol in New YorkState. This was the defendant's sixth
DWI since 1971. As part of his plea agreement, the court ordered five years'
probation, a fine of $500, a license revocation, and alcohol treatment. In
addition, Judge Mogi! ordered that should the defendant renew his license
during the probationary period, he must affix a fluorescent sign to his car that
reads, "CONVICfED DWI" (Kahan 1996; People v. Letterlough 1995).
• A Rhode Island Superior Court judge required an offender to purchase an
advertisement in the Providence Journal-Bulletin reading: "I am Stephen Ger
ershausen. I am 29 years old.... I was convicted of child molestation.... If
you are a child molester, get professional help immediately, or you may find
your picture and name in the paper, and your life under control of the state"
(Massaro 1991, p. 1880).
• In the 1988 case of State of Oregon v. Richard Bateman, the defendant was
convicted of child molestation. The offender was placed on five years probation
and required to post a sign at his residence and on any vehicle he drove stating:
"Dangerous Sex Offender-No Children Allowed" (Brilliant 1989: State v.
Bateman 1989).

• More recently, in the 1995 case of Illinois v. Glenn Mayer, the defendant was
convicted of aggravated battery. The judge sentenced him to probation for 30
months, fined him $7,500, and ordered that he pay restitution of $9,600 to the
victim. As a condition of his probation, Mayer was ordered to remain on his
farm and post a sign at the entrance reading: "Warning! A Violent Felon Lives
Here. Enter at YourOwn Risk!" (Hoffman 1997).
The central component of public exposure penalties is to bring the crime
to the attention of the public so that the public may respond with shaming. I
Note that the shaming may never be direct; it is often enough to evoke gossip
alone that never reaches the ears of the offender (Braithwaite 1989). The
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knowledge that gossip may occur, or the extended stares, or the constant
visual reminder to the offender of his or her offense are intended to evoke
shame. These penalties are, of course, reminiscent of Hester Prynne's scarlet
letter.
Debasement Penalties

Debasement penalties are designed specifically to lower the status of the
offender through humiliation. They generally achieve this by associating the
offender with a noxious activity.
• Judge TedPoeof Houston sentenced Steven Dodd, convicted of interfering with
childcustody, to 180days in jail and 10 years of probation. During the entire
probationary period, he was required to clean the Houston Police Department's
stables, eventually amounting to 1,572 hours in thehorsebam (EI Nasser1996).
• An offender in a domestic violence case was made to standbeforehis ex-wife
while she spit in his face (Kahan 1996).
• A slumlord was put under house arrest in one of his rat-infested tenements
(Kahan 1996).
• Aprobationer wasrequired to livein a halfway house andcomply with its rules.
When the probationer wasaccused of "acting likea baby," he was told to wear
diapers outside of his clothes (Bienz v. State 1977). Brilliant (1989, p. 1365)
notes that"although the casewas resolved on othergrounds, the courttookthe
opportunity to comment on the condition of wearing a diaper: 'Sufficeit to say
that a command ... that an adult maleweardiapers in public would certainly
be demeaning in the minds of, so called, reasonable men.' "
The essence of debasement penalties is status diminution through embar
rassment and humiliation. The negative feelings about the offender's behav
ior are communicated through imposed negative experience. This captures
the practical function of retribution of disallowing the offender the opportu
nity to profit from the offending act. Of course, debasement penalties can be
combined with public exposure to amplify the embarrassment. The ducking
stool is an example of public debasement in an earlier era.
Apology Penalties

The third class of shame penalties involves ceremonial or written apolo
gies directed to the court, the victims, or the community. Apology is a social
gesture that symbolically communicates an understanding that a wrong has
been committed and remorse for its commission (Tavuchis 1991). Apology
penalties are a requirement that the offender demonstrate a knowledge of the
moral order and culpability for the transgression. Apologies to the community
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obviously combine public exposure with apology. In some cases, apology
has been combined with debasement, such as a Maryland judge who has had
juvenile offenders apologize to the court while on their hands and knees
(Stapleton 1995).
• Ted Poe, the judge who sentenced Steven Dodd to shovel manure, in another
caserequired a teenager whohadvandalized 13schools to retumtoeachschool
and offeran apology in front of the student bodies (EI Nasser 1996).
• Tennessee JudgeL. ClureMorton sentenced a car thiefto threeyears probation
on the condition thathe apologize for the theft to a church congregation (Mintz
1984).
• Tavuchis (1991) reports the following apology advertisement published in an
Oregon newspaper with the offender's photo and description of the offense
(burglary).
APOLOGY- I. Tom Kirby, wish to apologize to the people of the City of
Newport for allof theproblems I havecaused. I knownow what I did was
selfish and wrong. I also realize that I have caused a lot of hardships on
people that were my friends and also my own family. I wantto thank the
courts for a second chance to prove that I can be an honest upstanding
person. My apologies again forcausing anyinconveniences to anyone.

THREE CRITIQUES OF SHAME PENALTIES
According to the theory behind shame penalties, shame cuts to the bone
because we care deeply about how others perceive us. We conform because
we do not want to jeopardize our acceptance in the social world and, as we
internalize normative standards, because we do not wish to violate our
consciences. There are three important critiques of the judicial use of shame
penalties. First, shaming is potent and where there is potency, there is risk.
Shaming can easily be counterproductive if, as the result of the stigmatization
of the offender and symbolic or literal exile from the community, offenders
form oppositional subcultures that reject the dominant normative standards,
increasing rather than decreasing criminality. Second, the use of shame
generally has an individualistic, offender-based focus that often fails to take
into account the circumstances within which offending takes place. The worst
case scenario amounts to "blaming the victim." Structuralists discount nor
mative approaches such as shaming in favor of systemic solutions. Third,
shaming grates against the sensibilities of a society deeply influenced by
liberal political philosophy and heavily reliant upon the formal procedural
mechanisms of the state. Shaming is criticized as insufficiently respectful of
individual dignity and a violation of legally protected individual rights. I will
take up each of these issues in turn.
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Stigma and Exclusion
Retribution has been described as a "backward-looking" or nonconse
quentialist theory of punishment (Massaro 1991). Its function is vindication
of the moral order without particular regard to the incapacitative, deterrent,
or rehabilitative effect of the punishment on the offender. Braithwaite (1989)
reviews the arguments of labeling theorists and subcultural theorists, which
suggest that retributive shaming can be counterproductive. Shaming may
stigmatize the offender when the community expresses disapproval not only
of the act but also of the person. Stigmatization leads to shunning the offender.
Ostracized, the offender's opportunities for successful conventional exis
tence are reduced and the offender seeks the company and approval of other
outcasts. Subcultures form that reject the dominant moral order and reward
nonconformity and delinquency.
Braithwaite (1989; see also Braithwaite and Mugford [1994]) argues that
stigmatization and exclusion are the most significant risks of shaming.
Nevertheless, he argues that not all shaming will inspire subcultural forma
tion. He contrasts a social process in which an offender is ostracized with a
process that reintegrates the offender into the community. Garfinkel's (1956)
seminal article on degradation ceremonies provides the theoretical context.
In any society, Garfinkel argues (pp. 422-3), the existence of social hierar
chies provides the inevitable opportunities for status degradation. He goes on
to specify the conditions that make degradation possible. They are, to
simplify:
I. The identification of the act and offender as "out of the ordinary," that is, as a
norm violation/violator.
2. The definition of the offender by the act ("How would you describe X?" "As
a person who did Y").
3. The perception of the denouncer as legitimate and acting in the interest of the
public good.
4. Distance is placed between the law-abiding and the offender, and in some way,
the offender is labeled as deviant or physically outcast.
The result of this shaming process is labeling and, worse, exclusion from
the community. Such a process is very likely to lead to oppositional culture
formation, which goes something like this. A person shoplifts from a store.
Others label this person a thief, so that the label describes more than the act,
but something about the person's character. The label is likely to stick when
those who label-say, the storekeeper, the police officer, or the judge-are
viewed as servants of the public good rather than as individuals seeking to
malign the character of the offender. As a result, the offender comes to be
seen as deviant, and others distance themselves socially ("Don't hang around
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with him") or formally such as when the offender is expelled from school or
sentenced to prison. Shaming in this light is counterproductive because
oppositional cultural formation systematizes criminality. Referring to
Garfinkel's conditions for successful degradation, Braithwaite and Mugford
(1994, p. 143) outline the conditions for successful reintegration. Again, to
summarize (and simplify):
1. In contrast to identifying both the act and the offender as countemormative,
only the act is identified as such.
2. The offender is not defined by the act, but neither is the act condoned ("hate
the sin, love the sinner").
3. The denouncer is viewed as a part of a community of relations. of which
offender, victims, and others are a part. Denunciation is in the name of victims
and the interest of the community.
4. Through a process of reconciliation in which the offender expresses remorse
and commits to reparation, the community responds with forgiveness and
decertification of the deviant label, closing the distance between the offender
and the community.

In this case, the trajectory of the offender is quite different. Rather than
being labeled, the offender is held accountable for the act without a degrada
tion of character. The denouncer in this case is not only a representative of
the moral order but also a member of the community just as the offender is
a member. The emphasis is placed on the breakdown of appropriate social
relations among community members (where the offender is made aware of
the harm he or she has caused). Rather than respond with increased distance,
the approach becomes one of evoking remorse in the offender and problem
solving to rectify the wrong committed.
According to Braithwaite (1989):
Reintegrative shaming means that expressions of community disapproval,
which may range from mild rebuke to degradation ceremonies, are followed
by gestures of reacceptance into the community oflaw-abiding citizens. These
gestures of reacceptance will vary from a simple smile expressing forgiveness
and love to quite formal ceremonies to decertify the offender as deviant.
Disintegrative shaming (stigmatization), in contrast, divides the community by
creating a class of outcasts. (P. 55)
Just as parents disapprove misbehavior but keep the family together, the
community may shame offenders for their wrongdoing but not ostracize
them.
Thus, shaming can either be stigmatizing or reintegrative. It is its stigma
tizing potential that raises the most objection. Many do not wish to see
individuals demeaned and humiliated. This punitive end runs counter to basic
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principles of respect and dignity intrinsic to an egalitarian society. Debase
ment shame penalties, for example, are quintessential ceremonies of degra
dation without the opportunity for reintegration. Being forced to wear diapers
inevitably countermanded the usefulness of the halfway house experience,
which is reintegrative by nature. By seeking penalties that are clearly offen
sive to the dignity of the person, the moral message is one of devaluation.
The offender, no longer worthy of respect, is forced to wallow in the
shamefulness of the offense. By emphasizing the stigmatizing potential of
shaming, these penalties blur the distinction between moral condemnation of
the act and of the actor. Such humiliation is not likely to generate remorse as
much as anger, enabling the offender to shift his or her self-concept from
victimizer to victim.
Massaro (1991), following Goffman, argues that apologies must include
an expression of embarrassment, a recognition of wrongdoing, the intention
to behave properly, and some effort to make restitution. Of the three types of
formal penalties that have been employed recently, apologies come closest
to the ideal of reintegrative shaming. They may evoke sympathy and forgive
ness if they are felt to be sincere. As such, offenders are more likely to be
welcomed back into the community, particularly if they are attempting to
make up for the harm caused by the offense.
Where penalties combine apologies with public exposure, shaming and a
bridge toward reintegration are created at once. Aside from these rare appli
cations, we have few rituals of apology for offenders to publicly announce
their guilt and sorrow (when they indeed feel it). Thus, we have few oppor
tunities for public forgiveness and readmission into the community.
Culture Versus Structure
Shaming has an inherently individualistic, offender-based focus. The
emphasis is on the moral culpability of a particular individual for a particular
act. The message is always that it was wrong to steal that car, rob that person,
set fire to that building because these acts have consequences for victims
undeserving of such treatment. In response, offenders have only three courses
of action. They may protest their innocence; admit guilt but demonstrate that
the action did not in fact cause harm (the norm, not the violation, is unjust);
or accept responsibility for causing harm (Braithwaite 1989). The emphasis
is on the act and its consequences, not on the context within which the act
occurred. Because the focus is on moral culpability, the use of shaming is
biased toward individual responsibility. There is little room here for the
offender to counter that he or she is a victim of circumstances.

A structuralist will argue that offenders are profoundly constrained by
social forces they cannot control. Focusing on the culpability of offenders is
a misguided distraction from what should be the proper response: structural
change that alters the incentives for offending. For example, Sampson and
Wilson (1995, p. 54) write, "The unique value ofa community-level perspec
tive is that it leads away from a simple 'kinds of people' analysis to a focus
on how social characteristics of collectivities foster violence.... We do not
need more after-the-fact (reactive) approaches that ignore the structural
context of crime and the social organization of inner cities." This line of
argument is common among situational theorists (Clarke 1995) and social
disorganization theorists (Bursik 1988; Sampson 1995) who deemphasize
motivation in favor of the ecological context of crime. This debate is loudest
in discussions of the Black underclass, members of whom are disproportion
ately represented in tallies of criminal offenders (Sampson and Wilson 1995).
Whether shaming successfully hits its mark is an indication of the strength
of the bond between the offender and the community. Individuals who are
isolated and disenfranchised from the community's institutions and relations
are going to be impervious to shaming, for they do not have a position in the
community worth preserving. Whereas the previous discussion pointed out
that shaming is potent because of its potential to stigmatize and outcast
offenders, here we are concerned with those who are in some way already
stigmatized either through prior imprisonment, segregation, discrimination,
poverty, or some other mechanism. For them, shaming may fall on deaf ears.
The logic of a pure structuralism suggests that shaming and any other
punishment of the individual offender is inappropriate because the indi vidual
is not held responsible for the crime. Punishment will be counterproductive
because it so easily becomes interpreted as further punishment of the person
for holding a marginal status in the society rather than as punishment of the
deviant act. The offender becomes the victim. Proper recourse would be to
remove the offender from the criminogenic environment to another setting
or change the environment. Laudable as they may be, such efforts are beyond
the scope of judges who must deal with criminal incidents, not criminogenic
conditions. Nevertheless, it is possible to make judicial sanctioning at least
compatible with efforts to change social conditions at the community level.
The purpose of shaming, like any other form of punishment, is to make
offenders feel bad enough about their behavior that they do not wish to repeat
it. The difference in kinds of punishment is how "feeling bad" is defined.
Physical pain and shame differ considerably, for example. What is unique
about shame is that it is indicative of a bond between the offender and other
members of the community. Where there is no bond, there is no shame. The
stronger the bond, the more easily a person is shamed. But there is an irony
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here, for if we recognize that social isolation precedes much criminality and
mutes the impact of shaming, then we must embrace a circumstantial expla
nation of crime. The causal influence of shaming is spurious unless we also
take into account the structural conditions that affect criminality and shaming.
Effective shaming depends upon the stake a person has in the community.
If a person cares nothing about the disapproval of others, shame is a useless
tool. But such a person is extremely rare in society and best classified by a
psychiatric disorder. More common is the person who cares little about the
opinion of those who hold mainstream values. Instead, he or she cares about
the opinion of other members of an oppositional subculture. Shaming remains
quite effective, but only with regard to these subcultural members. The trick
is to increase the stake of the offender in the larger community.
Consistent with control theory (Hirschi 1969), crime is disproportionately
committed by those who have the greatest freedom and smallest stake in the
larger society: young, unemployed, unmarried, urban, non-White males. The
larger community must offer such individuals a compelling reason to em
brace mainstream values and behaviors. Thus, when a shame penalty fails to
penetrate the moral core of an offender, it may be an indication of the
offender's low stake in the community, and the proper recourse is not
stigmatization, but active social integration.
Shaming, therefore, provides us with a yardstick for estimating the requi
site intensity of (re)integrative efforts. The appropriate focus is individualis
tic at first, but once it is determined that the offender is not susceptible to
shaming because of isolation from the community, then efforts need to be
directed toward integration. In conjunction with shame penalties, offenders
may be required to participate in programs that develop competency
(Bazemore and Umbreit 1995), increasing their potential to positively con
tribute to the community. Preventive measures are warranted in such places
as underclass ghettos where large numbers of individuals are disenfranchised.
Structural change is not likely to be necessary for middle-class offenders who
will have a greater stake in mainstream culture.
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1989). Second, American society is highly anonymous, social ties are weak,
and informal control is insufficient relative to formal systems of control
(Massaro 1991; Braithwaite 1989). Shame penalties cannot overcome these
forces of isolation, alienation, and anomie.
Shame penalties have been challenged with regard to constitutional pro
tections (see Kahan 1996; Massaro 1991; Filcik 1990; Brilliant 1989; Kelley
1989), but also with regard to broader cultural standards. Shaming may be
offensive to modern sensibilities because it implies conformity and consen
sus in a society that values individuality, diversity, and freedom. The assump
tion is that shaming is a Puritan sanction and that in its resurrection, our
society would also embrace other aspects of Puritanism. The proper recourse
is to maintain a clear separation between formal control and its regulated,
bureaucratic use of power and informal control, which depends on unregu
lated and unaccountable sanctioning in the community. Judicial shame pen
alties are, of course, a use of formal power, but this use is an enabling
mechanism for informal processes-status loss occurs in the community, not
in the court. Thus, shame penalties may violate this clear separation of
spheres.
I argue that excessive reliance on formal control causes communities to
relinquish responsibility for social control and it is this that puts the liberal
state at risk. As crime fears overwhelm a populace that lacks well-developed
mechanisms of informal control, the public will more readily capitulate to
ever more authoritarian measures of order maintenance (Rosenbaum 1993).
Braithwaite (1989) writes:
And so the irony is that individualistic societies are given little choice but to
rely on the state as the all-powerful agent of social control: the ideology of the
minimal state produces a social reality of the maximum state. Because sanc
tioning by peers and intermediate groups like schools, churches, trade unions
and industry associations cannot work in an individualist culture, the state
responds (ineffectively) to perceived increases in crime the only way it
can-by locking more people up, giving the police and business regulatory
agencies more powers, trampling on the very civil liberties which are the stuff
of individualist ideologies. (P. 171)

Shame and Individualism
A third major critique of judicial use of shame penalties is that they are a
form of sanctioning inappropriate to the structural and cultural context of
contemporary American society. Individualism is pervasive in two spheres,
each undermining the potential for shame penalties. First, a cultural ethos of
individualism conflicts with the concept of shaming, viewing it as claustro
phobic and a threat to expressions of individuality. Shame penalties are
rejected as overly conformist, conservative, and nostalgic (Braithwaite

Shaming, as Braithwaite argues, may actually playa vital role in clarifying
normative standards, thereby protecting various individual domains from
external scrutiny and discrimination. Shaming will not work where there is
dissensus over core values, either because of oppositional subcultural forma
tion that is routed in stigmatization or because controversy exists over the
legitimacy of the dominant norm such as in criminal laws regarding mari
juana use, homosexual behavior, or, in a different era, which fountain Blacks
may drink from. When legitimacy is in question, "offenders" may explicitly
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reject the norm rather than profess their innocence or express remorse. It is
a mistake to assume that reliance on formal controls and procedural justice
offers more protection from a repressive conformity than reliance on a clearly
articulated moral order. What matters is the clarification and enforcement of
normative standards, particularly with regard to core values, and the protec
tion of democratic processes that allow for social change.
Some critics of shaming dismiss it as inevitably weak in our highly
individualistic and anonymous society (Massaro 1991). What may work in a
highly interdependent and relatively communitarian society like Japan seems
hopelessly idealistic here. Yet, Americans, like Japanese, are highly con
cerned about the opinions of others, and consciences are developed as
anywhere through social interaction, normative influence, and internalization
of standards. Nevertheless, anonymity is great in contemporary society.
Public exposure penalties may bring about what Massaro (1991) calls a
shaming overload. After some time and enough newspaper advertisements,
the novelty and potency of the penalty might diminish. If people ignore car
alarms, why would they pay attention to offender advertisements, especially
when they appear by the dozen? Mass production of shame penalties fosters
an anonymity that undercuts the effect of shaming. Penalties that personalize
the exposure more locally, either in local papers, bumper stickers, or wearing
signs, are less likely to suffer from this problem. The problem, in essence, is
one of context. This critique suggests that offenders are more likely to feel
shame in an intimate, small group situation than in an undifferentiated mass
society where shame penalties may miss the mark by failing to create a
conducive context for shaming.
A novel alternative application of shaming is quasi-formal, integrating the
power of informal sanctioning with the oversight of the criminal justice
system. Unlike judicial penalties, which prescribe the sanction but leave the
shaming to the community at large, "family group conferences" bring rele
vant community members together in an orchestrated forum that evokes
shamein the offender and facilitates reintegration (Hudson, Morris, Maxwell,
and Galaway 1996). The family group conference brings the victim and
offender together for a one-hour meeting. They are joined by supporters,
family members, and others who hold the respect of the victim and offender.
The conference is facilitated by a trained mediator who emphasizes a
problem-solving approach in both the discussion and the terms for reparation.
Moore and McDonald's (1995) account illustrates the experience of this
variation on the shame penalty:
(Offenders) are frequently astonished and often shocked to hear of the impact
that the offence-say, a burglary, theft, or assault-has had on the person most
directly affected.... To mark this transition in the conference a the victim's

version of events, the coordinator will usually ask the offender: What were you
thinking about at the time of the offence? or: How do you think the victim felt
about that? Here one can talk of a typical response to the question. Almost
invariably,the offender was thinking about "nothing" at the time of the offence
and "doesn't know" what the victim felt. Indeed, this is the common theme
uniting most offences across the spectrum,from those of little moment to those
that threaten the victim's liberty, dignity or life. The offender simply doesn't
see things from the victim's point of view. And when victims of offending
behaviour are given an opportunity to put their versionof events to the offender,
the result is usually clear on the offender's face: the blank look of surprise is
rapidly followed by the lowering of the face in shame. (P. 204)
The family group conference is an alternative vehicle for invoking shame
in offenders. It is produced most effectively by bringing together in one room
not only the victim whose account triggers the shame but also the offender's
reference group upon whose esteem he or she depends. This process makes
plain the victim's experience and the community estimation of the offending
act, personalizing a shaming process more effectively than judicial shame
penalties.

CONCLUSION
Recent use of shame penalties by judges is motivated by the search for an
alternative to incarceration that effectively expresses an affirmation of the
moral order. Shame sanctions, however effective at expressing moral con
demnation of the offending act, are subject to three important problems. First,
they have tended to be stigmatizing rather than reintegrative. Shame penalties
that emphasize humiliation are likely to be counterproductive as they drive
a wedge between offenders and conventional society. Second, because sham
ing is predicated on the offender's stake in conventional society, it is not likely
to be effective for individuals already on the margins. Thus, shame penalties
must be closely coupled with efforts toward social integration, for example,
education programs, job training, or community development. Third, the
effectiveness of shaming is also likely to be minimal in the context of an
impersonal court or anonymous mass society, but it may be more potent in
the informal small group setting of a family group conference.
Shaming is an important part of the normative response to an offender
from the moment of conviction of guilt to the restoration of the person as a
law-abiding, even contributing, citizen. But it is only one moment in a
sequential process. The full sequence may be completed intensively and
briefly, such as in a family group conference, or extended over time; it is the
order that is most important.
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Shaming should be the first signal that an offense is more than technical
or harmless: It defies community standards and causes real harm to others.
As a result, the community rightfully expresses moral condemnation, a
disapproval of the action, and an expectation that the offender acknowledge
his or her culpability. The desirable outcome, but one that cannot be con
trolled, is that the offender will identify with the community and its standards,
judge himself or herself through its eyes, and feel remorse. In this commu
nication of standards, it is the offender's status in the community that is in
jeopardy.
The next step is that the offender must be offered the opportunity to
apologize to both the victims and the community. Ideally, through some
interchange between offender, victim, and community, the apology can be
accepted and the offender held accountable for its sincerity by engaging in a
process of reparation. At this point, the stigma must be lifted and the offender
redefined as repentant. Community service may be carried out in the same
spirit of voluntarism with whichany other citizen might engage in it: an effort
to improve the status quo. Community service ought not be viewed as
punishment but as good works to be praised, This shift in orientation helps
the offenderand the community make the final transition toward reintegration.
Completion of restitutionought to bemarked by an occasion of ceremonial
reintegration. The sequence should be concluded by a commitment of the
community to reintegrating the offender into conventional society. These
efforts may be through social services or local economic efforts to change
the social conditions of the offender's neighborhood. However it is done, it
must be clear to the offender that the community values a positive effort
toward conventional life.
Thus far, the judicial use of shaming has been directed at juveniles and
less serious offenders. It is still unclear if the power of shaming is limited to
these forms of criminality. As evidence accumulates regarding its effective
ness, the boundaries may be expanded (or contracted). Even in this limited
realm, however, it is unclear how shaming should be applied to repeat
offenders and to those who have previously and unsuccessfully been sub
jected to judicial shaming. As I have argued, the best strategy will identify
the offender's stake in the community and work to increase that stake. This
will not only have its own independent benefits but also increase the likeli
hood of successful shaming.
The current uses of shaming have been a disorganized and often sponta
neous generation of creative strategies to ameliorate the pressures on an
overtaxed and underachieving criminal justice system. Though no studies
document the effects of the various applications, it is likely that their ultimate
success will turn on these questions: Do shame penalties restore legitimacy

to the criminal justice system? Do shame penalties reaffirm the moral order,

thus serving as a symbolically viable alternative to incarceration? What kinds
of offenders are deterred by social disapproval and threatened status loss?
And do shame penalties stigmatize and outcast, or do they offer opportunities
for moral and social reintegration, ultimately increasing offenders' stake in
the community?

NOTE
I. Public exposure penalties are complicated by a second (and often prioritized) goal that the
public be infonmed so it may protect itself. In this case, the goal is one of incapacitation rather
than moral condemnation. Such is the intent behind many community notification laws such as
Megan's Law. Where incapacitation is the goal, the penalty is strictly a substitute for incarcera
tion meant primarily to alleviate overcrowding. As such, the penalty is equivalent to house arrest
and other recent innovations in incapacitation.
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Administrative Determinants of Civil
Liability Lawsuits Against Municipal Police
Departments: An Exploratory Analysis
John L. Worrall

Most contributions to the police civil liability literature have described trends in the
incidence of suits, the outcomes of actual cases, or the impact litigation has on police
departments. This article outlines a predictive model of administrative detenninants of
civil litigation against police. Specifically, it asks: Do police administrators influence
trends in litigation? Data drawn from the 1993 Law Enforcement Management and
Administrative Statistics survey and from a 1996 survey of 248 police departments
suggest that interest in minority recruitment, method ofcivilian review, and commitment
to community-oriented policing affect the incidence of suits. Potential problems with
research in this area are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

What determines the incidence of civil liability lawsuits against police
officers, and who is responsible for these suits? Answers to these questions
have generally attributed fault for lawsuits against the police to street-level
enforcement decisions by individual officers, particularly breach of duty,
abuse of authority, negligence, and preventable mistakes. This article ex
plores administrative determinants of lawsuits against police in an effort to
improve our understanding of the causes of civil liability litigation. Its focus
is on decisions made by management that affect litigation in constructive or
costly ways.
Most studies of lawsuits against the police have been retroactive. They
typically have reflected upon developments in case law and have provided
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